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USAID/Morocco's experience demonstrates effective ways of incorporating CLA into already-existing processes and
then shows how one small change, presenting the "State of the Mission Address," can have a large impact on
incorporating a larger CLA approach. This year, the Mission closed a feedback loop by holding a presentation,
dubbed the "State of the Mission Address," to report back to implementing partners on their annual reports. We
focused the presentation on explaining how the Mission uses the information provided in the reports and then shared
powerful examples from those reports on learning and adaptive management. We chose to focus on learning and
adaptive management because we had updated our quarterly and annual report templates last year to include
sections on learning and adaptive management. This simple exercise allowed us to provide continued learning on
CLA, highlight best practices and lessons learned, and shine a spotlight on the great work that our partners are
doing. It allowed staff and partners to learn more about what each of our partners is doing. We also believe that it will
serve as an inspiration for implementing partners to improve the quality of information they are providing to us in
quarterly and annual reports.

1. Which subcomponents of the Collaborating, Learning and Adapting Framework
are reflected most in your case (select up to 5 subcomponents)?

✔ Pause & Reflect
Adaptive Management

Openness
Relationships & Networks

Technical Evidence Base ✔ Continuous Learning &
Improvement
Theories of Change
Knowledge Management
Scenario Planning
Institutional Memory
✔ M&E for Learning
Decision-Making
Internal Collaboration
Mission Resources
✔ External Collaboration
✔ CLA in Implementing
Mechanisms

2. What is the general context in which the case takes place?
During the past few years, USAID/Morocco’s Program Office (PMO) has deliberately worked to promote CLA not only
with our implementing partners (IPs), but also across the Mission. This past year, we focused on increasing inclusion
of beneficiary voices in our evaluations, reporting and decision-making processes. We work to integrate these voices
throughout our program cycle and on different levels. We have done this through a variety of methods, such as by
conducting a number of clinics and workshops focused on feedback loops, including a workshop on listening skills for
more than 70 representatives of our IPs. To improve communication, we have also regularized quarterly IP meetings
and use a variety of tools such as online surveys to get feedback from IPs and share information. The Program Office
has also introduced CLA approaches into the Mission’s portfolio review exercise. During our fall 2016 portfolio review,
the Mission held several sessions using the CLA maturity matrix. The exercise helped the Mission think more
deliberately about how to plan for and implement CLA approaches and prompted dialogue on how to work better
within and between offices.
In this CLA case competition, we highlight one feedback loop innovation that the PMO put in place to better
communicate and share information from annual reports—the State of the Mission Address, a presentation to our IPs
on annual report results and highlights.

3. Why did you use a collaborating, learning, and adapting approach?
The PMO was interested in finding ways to better utilize monitoring, evaluation, and learning results to improve
performance. We felt that there was a lot of rich information included in evaluation, quarterly and annual reports that
was not necessarily being used to its full extent or shared beyond the IP and the Agreement Officer's Representative
(AOR)/Contracting Officer's Representative (COR). We wanted to ensure that we were not only better documenting
and sharing lessons learned and management decisions, but that we were sharing and communicating this
information with partners, beneficiaries, USAID staff and beyond.
At the same time, the Mission was looking for ways to increase collaboration between our partners, especially in
Northern Morocco where multiple partners work in the same cities. We felt that there were untapped synergies that we
wanted to promote. We also wanted to make sure that local and regional officials were not receiving mixed or
competing messages on USAID programming.

4. Describe how you used collaborating, learning, and adapting in this case.
This past year, the Program Office decided to set a positive example of feedback loops by conducting a State of the
Mission Address, a roll up and presentation of FY 2016 IP Annual Reports to our IPs. Given that we had recently
updated our quarterly/annual report template to include sections on learning and adaptive management, we decided
to focus our annual report presentation on these sections. It was clear that there was very valuable learning and
adaptation happening within our IPs that we had not been fully aware of before, and that these experiences could
be broadly useful for a range of our partners. Two of our IPs had included very strong sections on learning and
adaptive management in their annual reports. Thus, we invited them to co-present during our State of the Mission
Address to the rest of our partners.
We began the presentation by explaining how USAID uses the data and information provided in the annual reports
throughout the year, including the Performance Plan and Report (PPR) exercise and the importance of key issue
reporting. We were pleased to report that a majority of our partners used the new template and that most included
not just results, but also provided rich documentation of learning as well as challenges, solutions and improvements.
We then had the two IPs present their case study on learning and adaptive management. One partner presented on
stakeholder engagement, including the benefits and challenges of using an intensive participatory approach to
develop a reading curriculum. The second partner presented on adaptive management and how they learned
through increased listening and dialogue that they were missing pockets of highly vulnerable youth. They used this
knowledge to pilot and change recruitment practices which allowed them to reach extremely vulnerable youth.
In addition to presenting positive examples of adaptive management included in annual reports, we underscored
several concepts of feedback loops and made sure to include at least one positive example from each of our
partners’ annual reports. Our Development Outreach and Communication Specialist (DOCS) also shared examples
of effective ways partners communicated data and results in their annual reports. For example, one partner included
an infographic coversheet in the executive summary of their annual report that highlighted key results. Another
partner included a page of high-quality photos that told an effective story of their activities.

5a. Organizational Impact: What impact, if any, has collaborating, learning, and adapting
had on your team, mission or organization?
Adding sections on learning and adaptive management to our annual reports has greatly enriched the type of
information that we receive from our partners. Mission staff has noticed an improved quality of information from IPs,
which has allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the challenges of our partners and resulted in more strategic
dialogue.
The simple act of reporting back to partners on their annual reports has garnered positive results. It has helped
increase transparency as to what USAID does with the information that is provided to us. It demonstrated USAID's
commitment to partnership and our deep interest in what our partners are doing and have to say. After the State of
the Mission presentation, several IPs noted how affirming it was to find out how many people read their reports and
that the information did not just disappear into a black hole. A majority of the partners reported that it was extremely
useful to see concrete ideas on how to improve reports. Partners also expressed appreciation to learn how other IPs
are incorporating adaptive management into their projects. This process was an excellent way to shine a spotlight on
the good work that our partners are doing, provide public appreciation for their work, and continue to increase
understanding of CLA. We also fully anticipate that by sharing best practices, we will see an improvement in the
quality of future annual reports.
Perhaps most importantly, USAID staff and IPs across the sectors noted that they learned a great deal about other
activities. We have seen an increase in collaboration between several of the IPs as a result of this process.
USAID/Morocco’s Program Office plans to institutionalize the State of the Mission Address by making it an annual
event at our second quarter IP meeting.

5b. Development Results: What impact, if any, has CLA had on your development outcomes?
We are providing one example of how CLA improved the impact of one of our partners—the FORSATY project,
implemented by IOM, that works to provide positive opportunities for marginalized youth in Morocco. USAID
conducted a mid-term evaluation which found that the activity was essentially meeting its targets. However, the IP
continued to work closely with the AOR and our monitoring and evaluation (M&E) specialist to improve feedback
loops and to incorporate beneficiary voices. Through further reflection and dialogue, the IP determined that the
One-Stop Centers (local Moroccan nongovernmental organizations) only served walk-ins and that significant pockets
of youth vulnerable to extremist recruitment were not being reached. The IP reviewed its recruitment and orientation
strategies to look for ways to reach extremely marginalized youth. Local sub-grantees were coached to try innovative
strategies, such as peer-to-peer discussion groups and youth recruiters. One grantee commented that CLA capacity
building has helped them reach rough neighborhoods that they did not dare approach in the past. An added 500
extremely marginalized youth benefited from the program in 2016, and for 2017, the IP is doubling its target. Given
this evidence, the Mission decided to expand both the activity's budget and geographic scope to achieve results well
beyond the original targets. The CLA approach has allowed the Mission to move beyond just data reporting to
leveraging information for improved performance, management and decision-making.

6. What factors affected the success or otherwise of your collaborating, learning
and adapting approach? What were the main enablers or barriers?
The biggest factor for success was to incorporate CLA into our regular practices (portfolio reviews, reporting
templates, IP meetings), so that everyone understands it's not an additional activity or requirement but an approach.
It's also important to have champions. For example, our M&E specialist and DOCS, both of whom meet regularly
with IPs and AORs and CORs, were able to provide regular mentoring and feedback to IP staff on incorporating
CLA into regular practices.

7. Based on your experience and lessons learned, what advice would you share with
colleagues about using a collaborating, learning, and adapting approach?
-Look for ways to incorporate CLA into your regular practices (i.e., annual reports, IP meetings, etc.);
-Provide training and focus on a few skill areas (such as listening or feedback mechanisms) at a time so it's not
overwhelming; and,
-Make sure to model the CLA approach, especially with your IPs.

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID LEARN, a Bureau for Policy, Planning and Learning (PPL) mechanism
implemented by Dexis Consulting Group and its partner, International Resources Group, a subsidiary of RTI.

